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SVG Functions
SVG
Meetingusers'requirements:
- COSφ=1.00
- Capacitive and inductive reactive
power compensation
- Three-phase unbalance compensation
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SVG Operating Principle
SVG checks the load current through the external CT and performs computing through the external DSP to analyze the
reactive content of the load current. After that, it controls the PWM signal generator based on the settings to send control
signals to the internal IGBT. In this way, it generates reactive compensation current to implement dynamic reactive power
compensation.

SVG operating principle
Capacitive reactive power compensation by SVG
(vector graph)
PF=0.99 after reactive power compensation by SVG
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Inductive reactive power compensation by SVG
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Understand How SVG Compensate
Reactive Power

1

DC Bus Capacitor

DC bus capacitor, AC to DC rectiﬁer storage

2

IGBT

Controlled by DSP software algorithm,
IGBT on-off timing selection and length
could control inverter to generate an accurate
reactive power compensation current.

3

Inverter Induction

IGBT Compensating inductive reactive power
or capacitive reactive power by controlling
inverter induction to generate a capacitive
current or inductive current to achieve
bidirectional reactive power compensation

4

LC Filter Circuit

5

High Frequency Inductor

Both are for ﬁltering. The combination of LC ﬁlter\
circuit and high frequency inductor are called
LCL ﬁlter circuit
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Substantial Improvement in Reactive Power Compensation
Effect Made by SVG
ConventionalCompensation
Assemblies
Conventional compensation assemblies are component-based devices and they can be assembled
freely. However, the capacitor group of TSC compensation assemblies work in the mode of group
switching, and the reactive power output capacity
is not presented in a sequential order. Therefore,
it is impossible to adjust compensation capacity
continuously, and it is difﬁcult to strike a balance
between the compensation capacity and the system reactive, which will lead to over-compensation
or under-compensation, with power factor after
compensation ranging between 0.8 and 0.9.

SOROTEC SVG

PF
Speed

The complete response time of SVG is less than
15 ms and the dynamic response time is less
than 50 μs, making SSVG a top pick for a fastchanging environment.

Resonance

The capacitor that comes with the SVG does not
require the installation of ﬁlter bank; therefore
resonant ampliﬁcation will not happen. In
addition, as an active compensation device and
a current source device adopting such cut-off
component as IGBT, SVG wards off resonance
from the perspective of mechanism, signiﬁcantly
improving completeness.

Conventional compensation assemblies take at
least 20ms to perform compensation.

Conventional compensation assemblies make
reactive power compensation mainly by adjusting
reactance through silicon controlled regulator
and several FC groups. However, resonant ampliﬁcation may easily occur and therefore causes
incidents.

Capacitors packed in conventional compensation
assemblies offer reactive power. But the compensation is made only for inductive load and the compensation will not take effect if the system has
capacitive current or current change between
capacitive and inductive state.

Conventional compensation assemblies require large-capacity capacitor and reactor to
serve as energy storage elements. Therefore,
conventional compensation assemblies occupy large areas.

compensation
range

Space

Conventional compensation assemblies rely on
capacitors to provide capacitive reactive power.
The output of reactive current is subject to the
voltage of the grid, so the output of reactive current will be low if the voltage of the grid is at low
level, which will cause compensation capacity to
decline and lead to inadequate compensation.

Conventional compensation assemblies make
frequent compensation to switching, thus having short service life of about 3 years and requiring frequent maintenance.

To have better compensation effect, conventional
compensation assemblies require an installed
capacity larger than compensation capacity.

SVG is designed by component concept and
can make compensation for both capacitive and
inductive loads, thus obtaining compensation
effect with the level of PF 0.99 and avoiding
over-compensation and under-compensation.

SVG can continuously adjust reactive power
dynamically and bi-directionally (-1 to +1);
that is to say, SVG can output reactive power
constantly in both rated capacitive and rated
inductive working conditions and it can make
constant compensation in a wide range if
combined with ﬁxed capacitor.
SVG does not need large-capacity capacitor or
reactor to serve as energy storage elements, and
the area it occupies is just a half of that occupied
by other types of dynamic compensation
assemblies with the same capacity, or even a
smaller area. Moreover, SVG adopts modular
design and cabinet-type installation, which
demands only a few efforts in engineering
design and installation.
SVG is designed with active compensation
circuit; therefore, the voltage of the grid has
little inﬂuence on the compensation capacity.
The output of reactive current matches the
working condition even when the voltage of the
power grid is low.

Life

compensation
capacity
installation capacity

SVG has little self-loss and needs little
maintenance, so chances of resonance overvoltage are pretty low. The service life lasts
for over ten years (with an MTBF longer than
100,000 hours).

The compensation capacity of SVG is the same
as the installed capacity. Therefore, for a given
compensation effect, the capacity of SVG is 20%
to 30% less than that of SVC.
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SSVG (SORO Static var generator)
Mode description

S
A

XXX
C

SVG
B

4
D

4L
E

R
F

L
G

Serial number
A

Company code :SORO

B

Static var generator

C

Compensation current：35kvar/50kvar/75kvar/100kvar

D

Voltage degree：4(400V) / 5(480) / 6(600)

E

3P3W / 3P4W

F

R:rack H:wall mounted F: Tower cabinet

G

L：LCD / E：LED / M：Centralized monitoring

Product structure

4-∅8*11Install hole

4-∅12*18Install hole

Rack

Wall Mounted

Rack

Installation

Wall Mounted

Dimension(mm)

35kvar50kvar

75kvar

100kvar

35kvar50kvar

75kvar

100kvar

A

359

484

554

512.5

611

621

B

341

466

536

500

575

585

C

315

440

510

300

300

300

D

200

232

250

120.5

137.5

142.5

E

89

89

89

379

500

570

F

55.5

71.5

80.5

350

475

545

G

556.5

646

656

315

440

510

H

500

575

585

200

232

250

K

35

35

35
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SVG Static var generator
Item
Systemparameters
Ratedinputlinevoltage

400/480/690V

Inputphasevoltage
range

-20%~+15%

Powergridfrequency

50Hz/60Hz ( range: ±10%）

Paralleloperation

Unlimited

Overallefficiency

＞ 97%

Powergridstructure

3P3L/3P4L
150/5 ～ 10,000/5

CT
Performanceindicators
compensationcapacity

30/50/100kvar

Responsetime

＜ 10ms

Targetpowerfactor

Adjustablefrom-1to+1
Smartaircooling:220L/
sec

Coolingmode

Smartaircooling:405L/
sec

Noiselevelpermodule

＜ 65dB

Communicationsandmonitoringcapabilities
Communicationsports

Rs485, CAN, and network port

Communications
protocols

Modbus and PMBus

Alarm

Available
Monitoringmodule,andoptionalcentralizedmonitoringmodules

Monitoring
Environmentrequirement

1500 m. Between 1500 m to 4000 m, according to GB/T3859.2, the power decreases by 1% for every
additional 100 m.

Altitude
Operatingtemperature

-10 ～ 40 ℃

Relativehumidity
Protectionclass

5％～ 95％ non-condensing
IP20

Ip20 (other IP classes are customizable.)

SSVG selection table
Transformercapacity
(kVA)

315

630

800

1000

1250

1600

2000

2500

Capacity

100

200

250

300

400

500

600

750

mounting
type

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Numberof
cabinets
(parallel
operation)

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

SSVG
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